
Aboriginal Art Project

Summer Term – Yr 7 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYst84-EL5s

Bonus tasks – work you could

do at home if not in school
Research project on ABORIGINAL ART
Find out as much as you can about Aboriginal Art * What 

is it about? Could you find out what DREAMTIME is about. 

* What is the art work about? *How does the art work 

incorporate symbols?  How is the work made?  

Present this in a book/leaflet or on a large piece of board.

You must present at least 4 pictures of ABORIGINAL art 

work and write about each piece of work – really ty to 

ANALYSE and DESCRIBE what you see.  Write about 

COLOUR – SYMBOLS – SHAPES – PATTERNS AND 

COMPOSITION.

Remember to express your opinions too – Do you like the 

work, do you find it interesting?  How does it make you 

feel?  What do you think it communicates?  What could it 

be about?

Use the ‘Writing about artists’ work’ sheet to help you to 
write about images that you include in your reseach

project.  Look at the section FORM/PROCESS/CONTENT & 

Mood.  (School Website – curriculum – homework – art ..

Class work tasks
Create your own piece of Aboriginal Art work 
Look at your research for inspiration.  You could develop your own 

symbols to represent your surroundings – people – animals – places –
journeys – environment.  You may decide to work on a canvas – you could 

work on a piece of wood – stone …  Be Creative ..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=504IxoTE

TEU

Dreamtime

https://www.

youtube.com/

watch?v=AoH

An58-_rg
https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=mQi1N

Mh9CvA

Copy carefully one of the images that you have presented –
try to make a colour copy and use paint if you can.

Tips when 

creating your 

own work.

Try painting 

the surface a 

colour first.

Then draw 

out larger 

symbols and 

shapes. Paint 

those.

Then use a q 

tip or end of 

stick, twig –
dip into paint 

and create 

dots.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYst84-EL5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=504IxoTETEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7lue7qGeVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoHAn58-_rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQi1NMh9CvA


Homework: Task 1

Look at Aboriginal Symbols.

Copy some carefully and annotate.  You could copy from the sheet we have handed out in class or research and find your own.

Next …..
Design personal symbols of your own to represent important things in your life. Try to use a similar style. What could be the symbols for…… family? Your hobbies? Where you live? Your 

ambitions? You could always paint or draw your symbols onto pebbles.

Homework Task 2:

Produce a detailed drawing of an animal.  Make sure to work carefully from a photograph so that you can include lots of detail. See hand out for more detail.

Homework Task 3:  Now produce a painting or colour study of an animal but in Aboriginal Art style.  Paint flat colours and divide your animal into shapes and sections.  Patterns 

and dots too!

Homework Task 4:

Aboriginal Art is often created on natural surfaces such as wood (bark, sticks), stone, slate etc.  Produce a piece of Aboriginal style art work, working on a natural surface of your 

choice.  Use materials of your choice (felt tips/paint)

Yr 7 – Homework Tasks for Summer Term



Aboriginal Art  - Interesting Facts and information

Aboriginal Art - Dreamtime
The Dreamtime is a commonly used term for 

describing important features of Aboriginal 

spiritual beliefs and existence. It is not generally 

well understood by non-indigenous people. 

Aboriginals believe that the Dreamtime was way 

back, at the very beginning. The land and the 

people were created by the Spirits.

There are several types of and methods used in making 

Aboriginal art, including rock painting, dot painting, rock 

engravings, bark painting, carvings, sculptures, and 

weaving and string art. A variety of colours are used, except for 

red, which symbolises blood and is only used in other types of 

painting.

Indigenous Australians are people who are descended from groups that lived in 

Australia and surrounding islands before British colonisation. They include the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia. The term Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people is preferred by many;[a] First Nations of Australia, First Peoples of Australia 

and First Australians are also increasingly common terms.



Aboriginal Art contained SYMBOLS.  

These symbols communicate meaning

Aboriginal Image with symbols labelled


